ODE Conference Call – 9/25/17

FY18S Student enrollment collections – ODE is working to finish up the FTE run from the weekend to
update FTE reports later today. This data (submitted as of 5pm Friday) will be used for Community
Schools FY18 October payment. All CS did get their SOES and SOES Contact data submitted! There are
several overlapping enrollment issues, so start looking at ODDEX/FTE reports to resolve issues. ODE is
closing in on when they’ll be pulling data for Traditional, JVS, and ESC funding. Some entities still have
not submitted 1TRD so they need to do that ASAP. ODE will use live FY18 data for the October #2
payment. ODE is planning to use November data for JVS, but it is possible they’ll use October data.

FY18C Initial Calendar collection – closing this Friday 9/29. ODE will be emailing ITC’s a list of those who
haven’t submitted any data yet, and those entities will be paid based on the State default calendar. CS
Sponsors are approving calendars in ODDEX this year so please get them in!

FY18L Staff/Course collection – manifest is available in the Data Collector so entities can begin running
collections to look for errors before submission window opens on October 3. Will close January 31.
Reports (such as HQT) will be out soon after it opens.

FY18A Assessment collections – will start opening by the end of this week and will be open for a while.

FY17 remaining collections – just 3 weeks left for FY17A CTE Assessment collection, and 4 weeks left for
FY17G Graduate collection.

Data Collector Upgrades – 8 ITC’s have already installed the new Version 15. If there are any issues or
enhancement requests, put in a ticket. You will see Warnings with exclamation marks because not all
tables for SAFE authentication have been updated. Some aren’t just used for SAFE, so “Reports” tab
filters are not working yet. That is a priority and will be done early this week. Hoping to have everything
in place for SAFE authentication by early next week. Still testing, but ODE will let us know when that’s
ready. New function of submitting attachments with a collection will be utilized specifically for the 5year Forecast collection opening up next week. All ITC’s should be on the new version by Saturday for
this reason. Next set of upgrades will be for ODE’s report collector software (for ODE and SSDT to
monitor).

Q&A
Q: The FC Student Missing override record, which replaced the Graduate Supplemental Form to show a
withdrawal code was wrong, is not working. All records are being Excluded in Data Collector because

there is not also an FN record with Grad info being reported. So, the FC record is not working to remove
students from the denominator.
A: You should be able to submit that data for those WD overrides. They’re not yet reflected in Grad
reports (and won’t be until close of window) because that is a manual process, but this should no longer
be an issue in the data collector, so open a ticket if those are being Excluded.

Q: Did we get a Newsflash about the Staff/Course collection?
A: One will be sent out before the October 3 start date. The plan is to start posting the manifests prior
to the actual start dates.

Q: If a student is reported as WD81, are they removed from ODDEX?
A: The student is totally removed from funding checks (FTE reports), but not sure about how they will
appear in ODDEX. If there is a specific issue, put in a helpdesk ticket.

Q: A student is in a grad cohort with a message that they are not being included since they are included
in another cohort. How can we determine where they are being included?
A: They should be able to see this in the SDC, but if not, put in a helpdesk ticket since ODE can see more
cross year data.

Next ODE Conference call – Tuesday, October 10 (because Monday, October 9th is a State holiday)

